Transform ordinary.
Do the extraordinary.
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More places
to start, more
careers to grow.

A network of member firms in 157
countries. Trusted by leading global
companies. At PwC we create value
and achieve extraordinary outcomes.
You can do the same.
Want to deliver quality in consulting,
strategy, assurance, deals and tax &
legal? Ready to shape the future of
a leading professional services firm?
Join us and change the face of Australian
business. Deliver inspiring outcomes
and develop a rewarding career.
Bright, passionate and ready to embrace
change? You’ve got it in you to be a
leader at PwC.
Inspiring outcomes

Join us.
Invest in you.

Your
Opportunities.
Graduate Program (permanent)
Want market-leading skills and strong
networks? Graduate to a career that
gives you the foundation for success.
Degrees: All degrees
Vacationer Program (3-8 weeks)
Kick-start your career. Practice what
you learn. Gain valuable experience
and develop your skills and networks
to see the benefits of a PwC career.
Degree: All degrees
Eligibility: Students in their
2nd last year of university
Trainee Program (3 years)
Go further than you imagined.
Combine studies with work, all
while receiving professional
and financial support.
Degrees: Single or dual with
accounting or IT as a major
Eligibility: First year
university students

Opportunities
Continued.

Work Placements (2-6 months)
Whether on placement for your
degree, or already graduated,
experience Technology, Consulting
or Legal training. You’ll develop
commercial understanding, critical
thinking and core skills.
Degree: Accounting, Business, IS / IT
STEM Academy (2 days)
A unique opportunity to experience the
world of innovation and disruption.
Degrees: STEM

All opportunities require Australian
working rights. To find out more and
apply, visit pwc.com.au/careers

Program.
Re-imagine.

Technology
Technology drives business performance.
With your skills you can change lives,
change the workplace and change
the future. Apply your expertise and
shape the way we do business through
networking, security and infrastructure.
Technology matters for:

Assurance

Consulting

Deals

People
Business

Private
Clients

Tax & Legal

Strategy &
Transformation

Specialist
Functions

Do I fit here?
What does Access control,
Cryptology and Mitigation mean
to you? How about Patching,
Backdoors, CNAME, RAID or Red
teaming? If we’re talking your
language, then take on incredible
challenges in one of these areas:

Cyber
Security

Pen Testing

Ethical
Hacking

UX

Web Design

IT

Infrastructure

System
Analysis

Connect with your future. Visit pwc.com.au/careers

Analyse.
Revolutionise.

Science &
Mathematics
Numbers rule our world. And they
rock yours. Want to solve business
challenges? Lead the way and drive
change? Your logical approach and
applied skills will open a world of
opportunity; the chance to ask questions
of your career and discover great results.
Science and maths matter for:

Assurance

Consulting

Deals

People
Business

Private
Clients

Tax & Legal

Strategy &
Transformation

Specialist
Functions

Do I fit here?
A PwC colleague leaves Sydney
on a train, travelling the 960km to
Melbourne, at 160kph. You leave
Melbourne at the same time. If
you’re travelling at 140kph, how
long will it be until you pass each
other? Did you solve the puzzle?
Then you’re heading in the right
direction for an exciting career in:

Actuarial &
Analytics

Data
Assurance

Risk
Consulting

Data
Modelling

Find out what you can add. Visit pwc.com.au/careers

Plan.
Tower above.

Engineering
Ready to innovate? Want to deliver
world-changing projects? Take your
ideas off the drafting board and into the
real world. With a talent for engineering
and potential for growth, you can join
the best. Transform businesses by
bringing your future to life.
Engineering matters for:
Assurance

Consulting

Deals

People
Business

Private
Clients

Tax & Legal

Strategy &
Transformation

Specialist
Functions

Do I fit here?
Cars, Air travel, Water supply,
Electronics, Radio, Television?
What do they have in common?
If you recognised the top engineering
feats of the 20th Century, you’re
capable of creating your own when
you join us in:

Operations

R&D

Software
Engineering

Software
Development

Sustainability

Risk
Compliance

Build your career. Visit pwc.com.au/careers

Negotiate.
Innovate.

Business & Finance
Whether public, private or government,
you can add value and make radical
change happen; for business and
in your career. Get insights into top
organisations. Become the person they
look to. Develop the knowledge that
makes you a respected name.
Business matters for:
Assurance

Consulting

Deals

People
Business

Private
Clients

Tax & Legal

Strategy &
Transformation

Specialist
Functions

Do I fit here?
Economic shifts. Growth areas.
Future trends. If you can see how
these and other factors affect the way
companies do business every day,
factor in a career that takes on:
Economics
& Policy

Mergers &
Acquisitions

Risk
Assurance

HR

For a career with interest, visit pwc.com.au/careers

Dream.
Create.

Art & Humanities
Problem solving, analysis and
communications skills. They’re all in
your repertoire, so you can make a big
impression. At PwC you’ll have the scope
to tackle creative challenges; to change
the course of businesses and craft a
career where results are brought to life.
Art and Humanities matter for:
Assurance

Consulting

Deals

People
Business

Private
Clients

Tax & Legal

Strategy &
Transformation

Specialist
Functions

Do I fit here?
More left than right? Blue sky
instead of concrete? Abstract
rather than exact? If you zig
when others zag, your novel
approach is essential for:
Strategy
Consulting

Project
Management

Accounting

Actuarial

Performance

Talent &
Leadership

Diversity &
Inclusion

Remuneration

Imagine your future. Visit pwc.com.au/careers

Start here.
Go there.

International
Opportunities
From Kia Ora to G’day; Ni hao to
kon-nichiwa. We have many ways to
welcome talented people.
Our world grows smaller. Our clients’
global needs expand. So success depends
on you. Develop the knowledge,
confidence and skills you need to deliver
across borders. With 70 locations across
Asia Pacific there are many places your
career can take you.

Translate our success into yours
We’re the most awarded firm by
clients. Holder of the coveted
Asian Investor Award. With a
focus on building long-term
client relationships wherever we
are. As part of our expanding
global network, you’ll have the
opportunity to expand your
personal experiences. Challenging
traditional career paths and
developing a mobile mindset like
never before.

What will you pack into your career?
Find out now. pwc.com.au/careers

Passion.
Progression.

Our Promise
Your Potential
Our vision is to realise potential.
It matters for our clients and society.
But success starts with you.
Everyone is equally supported to
develop a career that grows as they do.
At PwC we’re committed to:
Culture and Brand - Our brand will
inspire you; our culture will support you.
People - Be challenged and supported
in equal measure. Build life-long
relationships with talented and
diverse people.

Work - Like the idea of serious fun?
You’ll be stretched, and know you’ve
made a valuable difference.
Recognition - Your career path and pay
will openly and fairly reflect your role
and performance.
Development -A ‘learning-by-doing’
environment. Get the coaching,
mentoring and teaching you need to
discover your capabilities.

What’s our deal? Find out at pwc.com.au/careers

Step up.
Go forward.

Who are we
looking for?
You.
A professional with potential. A student of
life, with experiences that match.
In extra-curricular activities, hobbies, work
experience, or jobs, you’ll already shine,
bringing skills that will set you up for success
with us. You demonstrate extraordinary
in the everyday. Driven and adaptive;
innovative and commercially aware. You
have the attributes of a leader and the ability
to learn; to apply yourself in business, deliver
inspiring results and build an exciting career.

How do I join PwC?
Step

Visit the website to find where
you fit

Step

Complete the online
application

1
2

Step

3

Step

Take ability tests online

4

Participate in a video interview

Step

Attend our assessment centre/
interview day

5

Step

6

Offer

Find out where you fit, and apply
now at pwc.com.au/careers

For opportunity to do the extraordinary,
visit pwc.com.au/careers
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